
Austerity with a vengeance!
HE government has announced a softening of its election commitment not to increaseTincome tax or to cut basic rates of social welfare. The commitments given during last year’s 

election by Fine Gael and the Labour Party, and reiterated when they formed a coalition 
government, were a centrepiece of their first budget.

But as the process of agreeing next 
December’s €3½ billion worth of cuts in 
the budget kicks o, governmentff  
gures have revealed that the tax andfi  
welfare pledges will be on the table. 
The €130 million cost-cutting package 
announced by the HSE has been drawn 
up in an attempt to eliminate its €259 
million decit.fi

Unless it is arrested, the deficit is 
projected to reach €500 million by the 
end of the year.
The decit (on 31 August) is €259fi  

million. The HSE has a statutory obli-
gation to remain within its budget of 
€13.2 billion for 2012. To deal with the 
existing decit and to remain withinfi  
budget it is now obliged to introduce a 
range of additional cost-reduction 
measures, to be implemented through-
out the remainder of 2012 and into 
2013.
As its statement makes clear, the 

HSE “has been set clearly denedfi  
budget targets by both the Troika and 
Government.”
The €130 million of cost-reduction 

measures is in addition to other non-
operational measures that have been 
submitted to the Troika. These include 
cash acceleration of receipts from 
health insurers and the transfer of sur-
plus money within the health service.
The cuts announced by the HSE in 

late August will result in earlier admis-
sions to nursing homes and longer 
stays in acute hospitals, it has been 
claimed. This is nothing more than a 
direct attack on the elderly, the sick, 
and the poor.
In addition the Taoiseach, Enda 

Kenny, refused to rule out means-
testing child benet and cutting freefi  
electricity, phone rental and travel for 
pensioners. Listeners to talk shows will 
notice an orchestrated campaign 

against pensioners’ benets. They quesfi -
tion their “eciency” and the need forffi  
such benets in the rst place. It seemsfi fi  
that the petit-bourgeois element com-
prising the coalition feel that there are 
savings to be shaken from pensioners.
The elderly, the sick and the poor 

are paying a heavy price. This year 
alone the government will hand over to 
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You cannot hope But, seeing what
to bribe or twist, the man will do
thank God! the British unbribed, there’s no
journalist. occasion to.
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international bankers and wealthy indi-
viduals nearly €5 billion in servicing 
the socialised corporate debt, a debt 
that is neither the people’s debt nor 
their responsibility.
By September nearly another €2 

billion will be paid over to unsecured 
bondholders, all coming from the 
public purse—a case of robbing 
working people and handing it over to 
the rich and powerful.
The government are sacricing ourfi  

people and the services they rely upon 
to feed the avaricious greed of inter-
national nance capital. We need afi  

change of direction and a new depar-
ture from the current failed economic 
and social strategy, one that will put 
the people rst.fi

The crisis for capitalism and its 
hangers-on has meant a renewed 
assault on the workers and poor of this 
country. Any benet is being eroded, tofi  
be replaced by new areas of exploita-
tion by the privatisers and the robbing 
of small amounts of capital at the 
expense of the ordinary citizen.
Meanwhile health and education 

systems are falling apart, with more to 
come.

The evidence now clearly shows 
what the CPI has been saying since the 
onset of this crisis: that the systemic 
response to the crisis has been to shift 
the burden of debt and risk onto work-
ing people’s shoulders while redistrib-
uting and transferring capital from the 
poorest to the richest.
This is nothing less than open class 

warfare by the government on behalf of 
the rich against working people, with 
little resistance from the trade union 
movement, still clinging for grim death 
to the coat-tails of the Labour Party.

[MA]

Ireland has been turned into
a vast debt-service machine

HE latest draft review of the 26-County economy by the EU Commission makes grim read-Ting. The review cuts the forecast for growth in 2013 and “advises” a new round of spending 
cuts and tax increases to ensure that it meets budget decit and debt targets in its bail-outfi  
programme.
It expects the 26-County economy 

to grow by 1.4 per cent next year, down 
from its forecast in May of 1.9 per cent. 
Growth in 2012 is expected to be 0.4 
per cent, down from 0.5 per cent.
The review says the 2013 budget, 

due to be announced in December, will 
be “a key test of the authorities’ 
resolve” in meeting the troika’s targets 
of cuts. But they needn’t worry, as the 
authorities have already revealed that 
they are considering cuts in eligibility 
for free or reduced-rate medical treat-
ment and further reductions in spend-
ing in the public sector.
The EU Commission revised up-

wards its forecast for unemployment in 
2013 to 14.4 per cent, from 13.7 per 
cent. It does not venture to give a fore-
cast for emigration.
Export growth is predicted to be 

down to 4.2 per cent, from an earlier 

forecast of 3.5 per cent, with a warning 
that a slowdown in exports is under-
mining growth and threatening to 
make the debt burden unsustainable. 
“The outlook for external demand has 
deteriorated somewhat since the nalifi -
sation of the last review, particularly 
for next year . . .” says the review. “On 
unchanged policies, risks to the pro-
gramme targets for 2013–15 have 
increased.”
Ireland’s debt is forecast to reach a 

peak of about 120 per cent of GDP next 
year—a level most economists believe 
is unsustainable. To meet the debt 
reduction targets Ireland must achieve 
average growth of 2.2 per cent between 
2012 and 2016—an impossibility.
The 26 Counties has been portrayed 

as being Europe’s “poster child for aus-
terity,” so a lot rides on presenting the 
Kenny government’s slash-and-burn 
economic and social policies as a suc-
cess.
Between 2007 and 2011 the Repub-

lic’s GDP fell by 11 per cent and its 
GNP by 15 per cent. There was a net 
decline of 16 per cent in paid employ-
ment. Unemployment is now at 14 per 
cent of the labour force, and there is 
heavy emigration of young people.
While it is true that manufactured 

exports from the capital-intensive 
transnational sector grew in those 
years, these give little new employment 
and are now facing recession in EU 

markets. Domestic demand fell by a 
quarter in four years as households and 
indigenous business deleverage in the 
face of heavy debts, a bank credit 
crunch, and rising taxes and public-
spending cuts.
The latter result from a succession 

of severe government budgets that 
have been premised on the mainten-
ance of the disastrous blanket bank 
guarantee.
Between now and 2013 the govern-

ment has agreed to pay debts of €31 
billion, plus interest of €17 billion, on 
the defunct Anglo-Irish and Irish 
Nationwide banks alone, at the insist-
ence of the European Central Bank and 
in defence of the European banking 
system and the euro. Government debt 
is some 117 per cent of GDP.
According to data from the Bank for 

International Settlements, at the end 
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of 2010 the Republic’s total debt, com-
bining government debt, household 
debt, and private business debt, was 
the highest in the world (taking 
account of the proportionate size of the 
world’s economies), at nearly ve timesfi  
GNP. This was 50 per cent higher than 
Greece’s.
All this debt must be met by Irish 

citizens, whether in taxes to the 
government, in mortgage debt and 
credit-card payments to private 
lenders, or in higher prices to 
businesses. It shows the vital need of 

debt “restructuring” for Ireland.
Ireland has been turned into a vast 

debt-service machine by the criminal 
incompetence of its own chief policy-
makers. A government that put the 
Irish people’s interests rst would seekfi  
to work with the governments of the 
other “PIIGS” countries in seeking a 
way to rid both itself and them of the 
intolerable burden of private bank debt 
that the euro-zone authorities have 
insisted should be imposed on tax-
payers. It would seek to co-ordinate 
with other euro-zone governments an 

orderly dissolution of the euro zone 
and a reversion to national currencies 
in as organised a manner as possible.
Failing a collective withdrawal by 

some “PIIGS” states from the euro 
zone, or its agreed dissolution by all its 
member-states, it is essential that the 
Irish state restore an independent Irish 
currency and with that regain control 
either of the rate of interest or of the 
exchange rate, which are essential 
economic instruments for advancing its 
people’s welfare.

[COM]

Time for Labour to come out of the closet
“The Revolution will not be televised. The Revolution will be no re-run, brothers: the Revolution 
will be live”—Gil Scott-Heron.

AHOO recently reported that the Tánaiste, Éamon Gilmore, is backing gay marriage,Yhaving claimed that the time had come for society to recognise “the civil rights issue of this 
generation.” Yahoo for him!
It is certainly a laudable position to 

hold—regardless of the spurious claims 
of a number of commentators who 
have highlighted the vote-getting 
potential of such a statement.
But Gilmore’s slightly exaggerated 

claim that it is the “civil rights issue of 
this generation,” coupled with the fact 
that without Fine Gael backing it 
becomes another piece of meaningless 
rhetoric, will do little to advance what 
is without doubt an important civil 
right.
It appears that this government’s 

right wing in Fine Gael is consistently 
able to second-guess and outsmart its 
so-called left wing in the Labour Party.
When will Labour nally realise thefi  

utter folly of its arranged marriage 
with conservatism and “come proudly 
out of the closet” to pursue policies 
that protect working people, families 
on low and middle incomes, and those 
who are most vulnerable in our 
society? The answer may well be, When 
it is too late for the Labour Party—and 
too late for society.
It is interesting to note that a 

grouping of “grassroots” Labour Party 
members have started campaigning 
around an alternative political pro-
gramme to that being pursued by the 
government. Their own party! They 
seem determined to ght for a politicalfi  
party serving and meeting the needs of 
“ordinary people.” Remember, their 
own party!
They declare that austerity is not 

working and austerity policies have 
failed and will fail in the future and will 
continue to be resisted by the cam-
paign group within—yes, you’ve 
guessed it: their own party!
Forgive the cynicism, but a group of 

well-meaning but disillusioned “grass-
roots” campaigners ghting for, in theirfi  
words, “job creation, income equality, 
the protection of services and dealing 
with the onerous bank debt” sounds 
like a reasonable Labour Party mani-
festo to me.
They might well succeed in ru ingffl  

a few feathers and in giving the party’s 

leadership some food for thought. 
However, the regrettable decision 
taken by Gilmore et al. to ditch prin-
ciples in a futile attempt to curtail the 
excesses of Fine Gael by joining them 
in government now means that any 
change in current Labour policy will 
require fundamental and wholesale 
changes in leadership, which—based on 
current party structures and hierarchy
—is highly unlikely at this time.
Nevertheless, you could point out 

that Batista’s rule was smashed by as 
few as eighty comrades who reached 
the shores of Cuba in the Granma in 
1956—only twenty of whom survived to 
make it into the Sierra Maestra and 
later change history. Revolution 
happens in the strangest of circum-
stances and from the smallest of 
acorns. Take heed, Tánaiste!
On a related note, you may have 

seen the Youtube video that went viral 
of our president, Michael D. Higgins, 
berating the American talk-show host 
Michael Graham, a supporter of the 
Tea Party.
In a heated exchange, Michael D 

told Graham to “be proud to be a 
decent American rather than being just 
a w***er whipping up fear.” President 
Higgins’s attack on the rhetoric used 
by the Tea Party on a range of issues, 
from health care to foreign policy, 
could serve as a useful reminder to 
Éamon Gilmore, his own former party 
leader, that “whipping up fear” and 
dishing out pain is certainly not the 
sole preserve of the lunatic right in the 
United States.
The Labour Party was founded by 

Connolly and Larkin, and surely that 
stands for something more than just 
empty rhetoric.
Perhaps Mr Gilmore could ignore a 

recent critic of our President’s ne colfi -
lection of poetry, who rather cruelly 
called it “a crime against literature,” 
and take some inspiration from our 
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“I must ght for the people that putfi  
me here, before they realise, cop on, 
and kick me out on my ear.”



presidential viral legend and start recit-
ing the Michael D rap in the mirror 
every morning:
“Don’t be just a w***er whipping up 

fear, I must ght for the people that putfi  
me here. It’s not a country run by the 
Troika, so time to put our Labour house 
in order. Don’t be just a w***er whip-

ping up fear, I must ght for the peoplefi  
that put me here, before they realise, cop 
on, and kick me out on my ear.”

[BF]

HE Peter Daly Committee heldTits annual commemoration at Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford, on Saturday 1 September to honour the communist, 

republican and International Brigader, 
a son of the village of Monagear, who 
died ghtfi ing fascism and defending the 
Spanish people.
There was a good turn-out of local 

people, joined by supporters from 
Dublin, Belfast, Monaghan, Waterford, 
Mullingar, and Dundalk. Wreaths were 
laid by the committee and by Peter 
Daly’s family, by the CPI, Anti-Fascist 
Action, and other organisations.
The commemoration was a  digni-
ed and militant expression of resisfi -
tance, a tting tribute to Peter and afi  
rm rebuttal to the neo-Nazi hoolifi gans 
who desecrated the memorial a few 
days before the commemoration was to 
take place. They attacked it with 
hammers and paint, damaging part of 
the memorial stone as well as the steel 
plaque and the coloured emblem of the 
Spanish Republic.
Then, as now, these elements “shall 

not pass” but will be met with the same 
vigour with which the international 
volunteers met the fascists in Spain.

Staggering levels of debt
HE diagram opposite (taken from a recent report by theTMcKinsey Group of global business and nancial confi sul-

tants) shows the staggering level of debt in the Irish 
economy. Their analysis places the value of debt in Ireland at 
over 650 per cent of GDP—well ahead of other heavily 
indebted countries, including the United States, Japan, 
Britain, Greece, and Spain.
This 650 per cent is made up of personal, non-nancialfi  

business, government and nancial institutions’ debt. Offi  
course a signicant amount of the so-called government debtfi  
is actually nance’s also, while much of the nanfi fi cial institu-
tions’ debt is just “resting in accounts” in Ireland’s tax haven, 
the International Financial Services Centre.
Nonetheless it is evidence of the decay of monopoly capi-

talism, such is its reliance on debt and debt-led innovations 
for the meagre growth it has achieved over the last few 
decades, and further evidence of the specic weakness offi  
Ireland within the global order.
It also raises questions about many of the “alternatives” 

that are based on borrowing-led investment, or stimuli that 
don’t challenge the fundamental question of the ownership 
of production and wealth.
Alternatives must have at their core the objective of 

claiming wealth and production for labour and reducing the 

control that private capital and debt have over the system—
otherwise they are not alternatives and will only exacerbate 
the contradictions within monopoly capitalism.

[NL]

The “left” needs to move beyond Keynes
ET me start by saying that of course the space being aorded the Keynesian (or, moreffL accurately,  neo-Keynesian) ideas of the likes of Paul Krugman and Joseph Stiglitz is a wel-

come break in the mainstream media from the political sound-bites masquerading as econ-
omic analysis that we suered before the crisis.ff

But neither Krugman nor Stiglitz, 
nor other similar economists, are left-
wing; nor was Keynes. They promote 

policies to try to secure capitalism’s 
dominance globally and project a 
“better,” managed form of capitalism; 

and if this has some benets forfi  
workers it is only of secondary impor-
tance to securing the accumulation pro-
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The result of low interest rates (�easy money�) and government 

deficits is staggering levels of debt. 

Total debt, selected countries, as percentage of GDP

Source: McKinsey Global Institute, �Debt and deleveraging: Uneven progress on 
the path to growth,� January 2012.

�The relationship between government debt and real GDP growth is 

weak for debt/GDP ratios below a threshold of 90 per cent of GDP. 

Above 90 per cent, median growth rates fall by 1 per cent, and 

average growth falls considerably more.��Reinhart and Rogoff, 

�Growth in a time of debt,� American Economic Review, May 2010.     



cess for capital and securing the survi-
val and spread of capitalist social rela-
tions globally—imperialism.
The only reason the media moguls 

behind the New York Times, the Inde-
pendent and the Irish Times are provid-
ing space for these ideas is that 
Krugman and Stiglitz want to save the 
system and quell the revolutionary 
motivations of workers’ organisations.
“Lord” Keynes believed that capital-

ism was the best form of social system. 
In a nutshell, and in his own words, he 
believed “that capitalism, wisely 
managed, can probably be made more 
efficient for attaining economic ends 
than any alternative system yet in 
sight, but that in itself it is in many 
ways extremely objectionable.”
So while Keynes was well aware of 

the “objectionable” features of the 
system—presumably war, poverty, in-
equality, oppression—he was still 
fundamentally committed to its main-
tenance.
In essence, he believed that through 

technocratic management, support, 
and direction, capitalism could be made 
to provide full employment but it does 
not naturally tend to that.
Keynes opposed class struggle and 

adopted a pro-establishment class 
position in his political actions, favour-
ing trying to convince rather than 
replace the political establishment, 
something we are familiar with today. 
“I do not believe that class war or 
nationalisation are attractive,” Keynes 
states, and this led him to favour the 
liberal, non-class and individualistic 
approach to politics over the emerging 
Labour Party.
Without having studied Marx’s 

Capital, the arrogant Keynes was able 
to declare to his socialist friend George 
Bernard Shaw that “I am sure that its 
contemporary economic value (apart 
from occasional but inconstructive and 
discontinuous ashes of insight) is nil.”fl

Leaving aside those who are des-
cribed as Keynesians today, what did 
Keynes actually argue for? Firstly, he 
criticised the “natural” functioning of 
the system and understood that, if left 
to itself, it did not tend towards an 
equilibrium between investment and 
demand, and consequently jobs. Cor-
rectly, he tore up and tore apart classi-
cal thinking that said supply creates its 
own demand (Say’s Law), that if there 
isn’t full employment it’s because 
labour costs too much.
He also demolished the follow-on 

argument that savings create invest-
ment and showed that it was in fact the 
other way around, and so consequently 
disequilibrium occurred as a result of 
excess savings that could not or would 
not nd an investment avenue as afi  
result of a lack of return or condencefi  
in a return (lack of demand).
He saw growing income inequality 

as a danger to consumer investment 
and demand, signicant parts of econfi -
omic growth, as those who have more 
spend proportionately less, and a small 

increase in the wages of workers has a 
massive eect on consumption.ff

So for Keynes, to counteract the 
tendencies within the system, state 
policy would have to champion demand 
and investment. He famously called for 
the “socialisation of investment” as a 
means of ensuring that investment 
would be productive rather than specu-
lative and would be su cient to proffi -
vide employment to maintain demand 
and condence for both the consumerfi  
and the investor. He worked out the 
multiplier eect of what jobs produceff  
in consumption and so demand and 
consequently in investment and more 
jobs. Through this state-led investment 
he believed we might ultimately 
achieve the “euthanasia of the rentier,” 
the disappearance of the class of un-
productive speculators, and settle in a 
balance towards full employment.
Based on his analysis during crisis, 

which occurs as a result of insu cientffi  
investment, according to Keynes, the 
state should re-inate economiesfl  
through investment, and if needs be 
this could be decit-funded, as thefi  
return in jobs, taxes and growth out-
weighed the cost of funding it. How-
ever, in normal times he also concluded 
that investment should be led by the 
state and could not be left to the whims 
and psychology of private owners.
This is all a far cry from so-called 

“policy solutions” today and from 
Keynes’s more famous followers today, 
who ll the pages of newspapers. Butfi  
there are signicant limitations tofi  
Keynes that must be recognised and 
that the left needs to move beyond.
Keynes had no worked-out theory of 

the system as a whole. He did not 
develop a complete analysis of stagna-
tion or crisis. Most importantly, he did 
not develop an analysis of class. Exploi-
tation is virtually missing from his 
writings. Consequently, he failed to 
understand the class nature of the 
system and the state and in whose 
interests it acts. This left him at the 
mercy of governments and periods of 
slumps and booms—fashionable during 
crisis, irrelevant during booms.
Keynesian policies had only a 

minimal eect on the recoveries afterff  
the First and Second World Wars. 
Growing military expenditure and war 
had a far greater economic impact. In a 
world economic system suering over-ff

production and increasingly cheap pro-
ductive capacity, what multiplier job 
eect can really be expected from anff  
increase in consumption? Certainly not 
what Keynes suggested.
If a state did in fact socialise private 

investment and directed it in a planned 
fashion, what guaranteed return would 
the state provide private capital? And 
is this not just a more direct form of 
exploitation by capital of labour?
Keynes did not connect in whose 

interests the accumulation system 
operates. So, if we are serious today 
about advancing socialism and socialist 
struggle, Keynes is actually harmful to 
the working-class movement.
Of course saying that Keynes, or 

Krugman or Stiglitz, is not radical is 
not a challenge to them. They don’t 
claim to be revolutionaries or inter-
ested in the building of socialism. But 
trade unionists and political activists 
on the “left” who have a commitment 
to building socialism, or some broad 
concept of a state where labour domi-
nates over capital, and the economy 
serves the people, and not the other 
way around, must move beyond a ver-
sion of political economy whose inter-
est is in maintaining and reproducing 
the economic system that is the source 

“I can be influenced by what seems to 
me to be justice and good sense; but 
the class war will find me on the side 
of the educated bourgeoisie.”



of the inequality, war, exploitation and 
alienation that are everywhere today.
It is no coincidence that the estab-

lishment embraces versions or parts of 
Keynesian investment-focused projects 
when capitalism is on its knees—after 
the 1929 depression and after the 
Second World War—because for these 
periods of crisis the Keynesian stimu-
lus for the system oers something toff  
big business.
But even these policy tools at capi-

talism’s disposal are having limited 
eect today where they are being tried.ff  
For all the hundreds of millions in 
“quantitative easing” in the United 
States, and the unbelievable lift on its 
budget decit ceiling, no jobs havefi  
been created. Monopolies have used 
the funds to pay o debts and are evenff  
storing some away for their next 
disaster; but no jobs have been created.

In Europe the ECB and EU Com-
mission are too scared to even contem-
plate a serious state-led investment 
programme, for fear of how money-
lenders and big investors might per-
ceive the increased public debt. Instead 
they prefer to hand the millions over 
directly to the moneylenders and hope 
that their good will will be repaid with 
some private investment, or at best will 
consider using our money—pensions 
and taxes—to stimulate growth 
through handing it over to big business 
in some form of public-private 
partnerships.
But if the state was to invest where 

it is required by people and not just as 
a means of securing capitalist accumu-
lation it would need to invest in health, 
education, infrastructural projects—
such as broadband—child care, and 
renewable energy sources and tech-

nology; but to do this would take con-
trol of the system away from private 
capital, would strategically transform 
the system and build socialism. That is 
not Keynesian. That is revolutionary.
State policies to be espoused by the 

left must not be for stimulating the 
capitalist economy or encouraging 
growth in the private sector. They must 
be for building a planned public sector 
to serve the public; they must be for 
narrowing and isolating the private 
sector to the advantage of the state.
The left must move politically and 

economically beyond Keynes and 
must have the political courage to 
espouse an economic system that 
benets all working people as itsfi  
primary objective, not as, at best, a 
knock-on eect for some workingff  
people.

[NL]

What is a free nation?
James Connolly

land and England, they have been told, 
are now sister nations, joined in the 
bond of Empire, but each enjoying 
equal liberties—the equal liberties of 
nations equally free. How many 
recruits this idea sent into the British 
army in the rst ush of the war itfi fl  
would be dicult to estimate, but theyffi  
were assuredly numbered by the 
thousand.
The Irish Parliamentary Party, 

which at every stage of the Home Rule 
game has been outwitted and bulldozed 
by Carson and the Unionists, which 
had surrendered every point and 
yielded every advantage to the skilful 
campaign of the aristocratic Orange 
military clique in times of peace, 
behaved in equally as cowardly and 
treacherous a manner in the crisis of 
war.

 

would more readily kill and be killed at 
the bidding of an Empire that despised 
them both.

. . . the bugles of war only 
awakened the impulse to sell the 
bodies of their countrymen as 
cannon fodder

The Orangemen had at least the 
satisfaction that they were called upon 
to ght abroad in order to save anfi  
Empire they had been prepared to ghtfi  
to retain unaltered at home; but the 
nationalists were called upon to ghtfi  
abroad to save an Empire whose rulers 
in their most generous moments had 
refused to grant their country the 
essentials of freedom in nationhood.
Fighting abroad the Orangeman 

knows that he ghts to preserve thefi  

power of the aristocratic rulers whom 
he followed at home; ghting abroadfi  
the nationalist soldier is ghting tofi  
maintain unimpaired the power of 
those who conspired to shoot him down 
at home when he asked for a small 
instalment of freedom.
The Orangeman says: “We will ghtfi  

for the Empire abroad if its rulers will 
promise not to force us to submit to 
Home Rule.” And the rulers say 
heartily: “It is unthinkable that we 
should coerce Ulster for any such pur-
pose.” The Irish Parliamentary Party 
and its press said: “We will prove our-
selves t to be in the British Empire byfi  
ghtfi ing for it, in the hopes that after 
the war is over we will get Home Rule.” 
And the rulers of the British Empire 
say: “Well, you know what we have 
promised Carson, but send out the 
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Irish rabble to ght for us, and we will,fi  
ahem, consider your application after 
the war.” Whereat, all the Parliamen-
tary leaders and their press call the 
world to witness that they have won a 
wonderful victory! James Fintan Lalor 
spoke and conceived of Ireland as a 
“discrowned queen, taking back her 
own with an armed hand.” Our Parlia-
mentarians treat Ireland, their country, 
as an old prostitute selling her soul for 
the promise of favours to come, and in 
the spirit of that conception of their 
country they are conducting their 
political campaign.
That they should be able to do so 

with even the partial success that for a 
while attended their apostasy was pos-
sible only because so few in Ireland 
really understood the answer to the 
question that stands at the head of this 
article.
What is a free nation? A free nation 

is one which possesses absolute control 
over all its own internal resources and 
powers, and which has no restriction 
upon its intercourse with all other 
nations similarly circumstanced except 
the restrictions placed upon it by 
nature. Is that the case of Ireland? If 
the Home Rule Bill were in operation 
would that be the case of Ireland? To 
both questions the answer is: no, most 
emphatically, NO! A free nation must 
have complete control over its own 
harbours, to open them or close them 
at will, or shut out any commodity, or 
allow it to enter in, just as it seemed 
best to suit the well-being of its own 
people, and in obedience to their 
wishes, and entirely free of the interfer-
ence of any other nation, and in com-
plete disregard of the wishes of any 
other nation. Short of that power no 
nation possesses the rst essentials offi  
freedom.
Does Ireland possess such control? 

No. Will the Home Rule Bill give such 
control over Irish harbours in Ireland? 
It will not. Ireland must open its 
harbours when it suits the interests of 
another nation, England, and must 
shut its harbours when it suits the 
interests of another nation, England; 
and the Home Rule Bill pledges Ireland 
to accept this loss of national control 
for ever.
How would you like to live in a 

house if the keys of all the doors of that 
house were in the pockets of a rival of 
yours who had often robbed you in the 
past? Would you be satised if he toldfi  
you that he and you were going to be 
friends for ever more, but insisted 
upon you signing an agreement to 
leave him control of all your doors, and 
custody of all your keys? This is the 
condition of Ireland today, and will be 
the condition of Ireland under 
Redmond and Devlin’s precious Home 
Rule Bill.
That is worth dying for in Flanders, 

the Balkans, Egypt or India, is it not?A 
free nation must have full power to 
nurse industries to health, either by 
government encouragement or by 

government prohibition of the sale of 
goods of foreign rivals. It may be fool-
ish to do either, but a nation is not free 
unless it has that power, as all free 
nations in the world have today. 
Ireland has no such power, will have no 
such power under Home Rule. The 
nourishing of industries in Ireland 
hurts capitalists in England, therefore 
this power is expressly withheld from 
Ireland.

What is a free nation? A free 
nation is one which possesses 
absolute control over all its own 
internal resources and 
powers . . .

A free nation must have full power 
to alter, amend, or abolish or modify 
the laws under which the property of 
its citizens is held in obedience to the 
demand of its own citizens for any such 
alteration, amendment, abolition, or 
modification. Every free nation has 
that power; Ireland does not have it, 
and is not allowed it by the Home Rule 
Bill.
It is recognised today that it is upon 

the wise treatment of economic power 
and resources, and upon the wise 
ordering of social activities that the 
future of nations depends. That nation 
will be the richest and happiest which 
has the foresight to marshal the most 
carefully its natural resources to 
national ends. But Ireland is denied 
this power, and will be denied it under 
Home Rule. Ireland’s rich natural 
resources, and the kindly genius of its 
children, are not to be allowed to com-
bine for the satisfaction of Irish wants, 
save in so far as their combination can 
operate on lines approved of by the 
rulers of England.
Her postal service, her telegraphs, 

her wireless, her customs and excise, 
her coinage, her ghting forces, herfi  
relations with other nations, her mer-
chant commerce, her property rela-
tions, her national activities, her legis-
lative sovereignty—all the things that 
are essential to a nation’s freedom are 
denied to Ireland now, and are denied 
to her under the provisions of the 
Home Rule Bill. And Irish soldiers in 
the English Army are ghting infi  
Flanders to win for Belgium, we are 
told, all those things which the British 
Empire, now as in the past, denies to 
Ireland.
There is not a Belgian patriot who 

would not prefer to see his country 
devastated by war a hundred times 
rather than accept as a settlement for 
Belgium what Redmond and Devlin 
have accepted for Ireland. Have we 
Irish been fashioned in meaner clay 
than the Belgians? There is not a paci-
st in England who would wish to endfi  
the war without Belgium being 
restored to full possession of all those 
national rights and powers which 
Ireland does not possess, and which the 
Home Rule Bill denies to her. But 
these same pacists never mentionfi  

Ireland when discussing or suggesting 
terms of settlement. Why should they? 
Belgium is ghting for her indefi pen-
dence, but Irishmen are ghting for thefi  
Empire that denies Ireland every right 
that Belgians think worth ghting for.fi

And yet Belgium as a nation is, so to 
speak, but a creation of yesterday—an 
articial product of the schemes offi  
statesmen. Whereas, the frontiers of 
Ireland, the ineaceable marks of theff  
separate existence of Ireland, are as old 
as Europe itself, the handiwork of the 
Almighty, not of politicians. And as the 
marks of Ireland’s separate nationality 
were not made by politicians so they 
cannot be unmade by them.
As the separate individual is to the 

family, so the separate nation is to 
humanity. The perfect family is that 
which best draws out the inner powers 
of the individual, the most perfect 
world is that in which the separate 
existence of nations is held most 
sacred. There can be no perfect Europe 
in which Ireland is denied even the 
least of its national rights; there can be 
no worthy Ireland whose children 
brook tamely such denial. If such 
denial has been accepted by soulless 
slaves of politicians then it must be 
repudiated by Irish men and women 
whose souls are still their own.
The peaceful progress of the future 

requires the possession by Ireland of 
all the national rights now denied to 
her. Only in such possession can the 
workers of Ireland see stability and 
security for the fruits of their toil and 
organisation. A destiny not of our 
fashioning has chosen this generation 
as the one called upon for the supreme 
act of self-sacrice—to die if need befi  
that our race might live in freedom.
Are we worthy of the choice? Only 

by our response to the call can that 
question be answered
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A decade of commemorations
TARTING with the Titanic, we will be swamped with a decade of centenary commemora-S tions and celebrations of events that shaped modern Ireland.
When they were building the 

Titanic the rst Government of Irelandfi  
Bill (commonly called the Home Rule 
Bill) was also being launched; but that 
bill became as defunct as the unfortu-
nate ship, wrecked indeed by the 
arming of the Ulster Volunteers, the 
No Surrender Covenant, and the 
Curragh Mutiny by British ocers, allffi  
to consolidate the unionist veto.
In 2013 we will be remembering the 

Dublin Lock-out and the campaign of 
Connolly and Larkin to organise 
mainly the unskilled. Following these 
we will see the build-up to the 2016 
events, commemorations of the War of 
Independence and the Civil War, and 
the foundation of the Free State and 
the Northern statelet.
We have already passed the cen-

tenary of the founding of the Labour 
Party, without much public fanfare. 
Gilmore was conscious of his own fore-
warning of not wishing to be buried 
under protesting placards as that party 
ees in indecent haste from the ideas offl  
its founders.
The coming decade will be an aca-

demics’ and historians’ dream. The 
media will reect the prevailing bourfl -
geois consensus, shaping the future by 
rewriting the past. Our failed political 
elites will attempt to gut these historic 
events of any social content, lest the 
role of working people in shaping 
change might emerge as a decisive 
factor. Their ancestors used mass civic 
mobilisations to induce popular 
support—combined with violence when 
necessary—for compliance with the 
slaughter of the First World War and 
unionist hegemony against Irish 
democracy.
Today they will be more subtle, and 

the decade of commemorations will be 
used to promote new alignments with 
the imperial powers and the snare of 
the EU superstate.
So let us examine how democratic, 

republican and socialist opinion should 
respond to this decade. The ruling 
circles, North and South, will use them 
to test public perceptions for any new 
accommodations but will also use them 
to distract attention from their respon-
sibility for imposing on working people 
the greatest hardships since the 
Hungry Thirties. In revisiting 1916, for 

example, the principal questions for 
which we we should be demanding 
answers include, What happened to the 
concept of cherishing the children of 
the nation equally, and the ownership 
of the nation’s resources?
Now that the Titanic has been sunk 

again in a deluge of commercial hype, 
remaining as a tourist ghetto, we 
should ask ourselves whether we do 
enough to confront the historic past 
with today’s unresolved problems. Cer-
tainly there were legitimate comments 
about the hierarchy of class interests, 
about the ship’s design and accommo-
dation and the eventual unfortunate 
deaths but little about the nature of 
the shipyard as a microcosm of a dis-
torted city. The contradiction was that 
while the ships in the yards were built 
by the tremendous skills of the 
workers, those workers were a selected 
stratum of Belfast’s proletariat. Catho-
lics, in the main, were excluded from 
the skilled trades by unionist selec-
tivity, operating through the Orange 
Order.
At the time of the building of the 

Titanic the passing of the third Govern-
ment of Ireland Bill led to mass union-
ist opposition and an increase in vio-
lence against Catholics at work and in 
the segregated slums. It saw the sign-
ing of the Ulster Covenant, the forma-
tion of the armed Ulster Volunteer 
Force, and the chasing of Winston 

Churchill, then a Liberal, out of 
Belfast.
Only one television presentation 

that this writer saw mentioned these 
events as relevant, quoting a unionist 
engineer to a Catholic lower rank: 
“This is a Protestant ship.”
Because the sectarian divisions have 

not gone away we should use the hype 
about such commemorations to 
promote discussion and debate about 
present-day strategies for overcoming 
divisions among the working class and 
wider society. There is a proud history 
of attempts to build such unity: the 
resistance of the Protestant trade 
union activists to the pogroms in the 
shipyards in the early 20s, the joint 
struggles surrounding outdoor relief 
(unemployment assistance) in the 30s, 
the unity forged in the early civil rights 
movement, and the consistent ght tofi  
keep sectarianism out of work-places, 
including the march back to work 
against the loyalist lock-out in 1974.
We should be prepared to counter 

the ideological oensive that the rulingff  
elite in the North and South and in 
London are preparing. A softening-up 
process is constantly being rened, onefi  
that has its roots in undermining 
further Irish sovereignty and indepen-
dence. It has long passed the mere 
revisionism of Harris and Myers and is 
being propelled by such events as the 
joint ceremonies at the Somme, the 
Queen of England’s visit and now the 
controversial handshake. It is building 
on such myths as that 1916 was fool-
hardy, that the empire would have con-
ceded “home rule,” the Free State was a 
model of democracy, and that Northern 
Ireland was only a cold place.
The elite are saying to us, Do not 

question, do not struggle, put your 
faith in responsible politicians (who 
understand reality), reject the Reds and 
the nonconformists.
Our message should be that we see 

all the episodes in the decade of cen-
tenaries as part of an integrated pro-
cess of struggle for independence, 
social justice, and equality: it was the 
Irish Revolution. That it is unnishedfi  
requires this generation to push it 
further and to open the way towards 
socialism.

[TR]

Which side are ye on?
“In autumn 2011 British Chancellor 
George Osborne, perhaps prompted 
by Washington, stated that the euro 
zone should move towards a scalfi  
union, with supranational control on 

budgets, taxes and public spending 
in order to shore up the euro, but 
that Britain would not be joining 
that. This marked an important 
change in British government policy, 

which has sought since 1961 to be at 
the heart of the EU, sharing basic 
EU policy-making with Germany 
and France. If the Irish State goes 
along with moves towards a euro-
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zone scal union, while the North offi  
Ireland stays with sterling, it will 
deepen signicantly the political-fi

economic border between North and 
South in Ireland. Why should 
Northern Nationalists or Unionists 
ever consider aspiring to a united 
Ireland when it would essentially 
mean exchanging rule from London 
with rule from Berlin and Frank-
furt? Those who style themselves 
Republicans should ask themselves 
this question.”

This is an extract from “Ireland and 
the euro-zone crisis” (July 2012) by 
Anthony Coughlan, given to this writer 
at a debate on the EU in Connolly 
House.
The contradictions are even more 

stark when one considers an article 
written by Eoin Ó Broin, political 
adviser to Pearse Doherty TD of Sinn 
Féin. In an article in which Ó Broin 
was attacking Stephen Collins of the 
Irish Times, published on the well-
known political web site  www. 

irishleftreview.org on 3 January, he 
stated: “I am not opposed to the Euro or 
continued Irish membership of it. 
Indeed my desire to see the currency 
stabilised is part of the reason why I 
and many others are opposed to the 
measures contained in the treaty.”
It seems that the republicans of 

Sinn Féin need to work out what they 
really stand for in terms of Europe and 
Irish sovereignty, and they need to ndfi  
out soon.

[PD]

TINA hasn’t a stitch to wear!
Workers’ collectives give the lie to a lie

EO-LIBERALISM’S media circus tells us continually that TINA—Thatcher’s “there is noNalternative”—is the only game in town; and that game is “one for one and none for all!” As 
Goebbels is reported to have said, a lie told seven times becomes a truth.
It can be credibly argued 

that the muted (to put a gener-
ous spin on it) response of the 
Irish to the crushing unjust 
economic burden placed on 
them by our new European 
masters is partly due to the 
shared feeling of helplessness 
engendered by the seeming 
truth of this message.
That collectivist forms of 

social/political organisation 
function, even in the face of 
hostile economic pressures, is 
discounted by these media. 
Most news about Cuba passes 
through the “Miami lter,”fi  
where it is systematically 
deformed to make it seem that Cuba’s 
participatory democracy is really a 
tatty dictatorship, cynically manipu-
lated by a few self-serving demagogues. 
Mainstream media relay this lie to con-
vince us that only neo-liberal ideology, 
founded on rampant individualism, can 
supply answers to the massive social 
and environmental problems that neo-
liberalism itself has created.
But Cuban-type collectivism is far 

from being so much pie in the sky, as 
the manipulated media would have you 
believe. Consider the case of 
Marinaleda, a rural municipality in the 
Spanish province of Andalucía, where 
collectivist democracy applies!
There is no unemployment what-

soever in Marinaleda, whereas 
Andalucía suers a massive unff employ-
ment rate of 37 per cent, and 22 per 
cent of the population there go hungry. 
Most of the community’s 2,700 inhabi-
tants work in agriculture-related 
activities. All, including the mayor, 
administrative sta, and workers, workff  
thirty-ve hours a week and earnfi  
exactly the same salary: €1,200 per 
month.
All decisions regarding the 

community—taxes, housing, expendi-
ture, including the community budget, 

etc.—are determined by the votes of all 
members of the community, in open 
assembly.
“People shouldn’t just vote every 

four years,” says José Sánchez Gordillo, 
mayor of Marinaleda; “they should vote 
for every decision that is going to aectff  
them.” In Marinaleda, there are neither 
police nor nes.fi

The road to what the New York 
Times has referred to as Spain’s “com-
munist utopia” began in 1979 with the 
election of Señor Gorilla of the 
Workers’ Unity Collective, a party inte-
grated in Spain’s Izquierda Unida 
(United Left), a Marxist political for-
mation.
At that time Marinaleda was a com-

munity of impoverished farm 
labourers, without regular incomes or 
prospects. In the 1960s almost half the 
population emigrated to Barcelona and 
other industrialised areas of Europe.
With the election of Gordillo, how-

ever, protests were organised to recover 
lands about the municipality that had 
been appropriated by powerful land-
lords and used to exploit the local 
population. Hunger strikes, the occupa-
tion of lands, airports (Málaga and 
Sevilla) and railway stations and the 
Bank of Spain were used tactically to 

achieve this aim. In the mid-
1980s El Humoso, an agri-
cultural estate of 1,200 
hectares, the property of the 
Duke of Infantada, was seized 
and a co-op was established 
there. In 1991 the legal right of 
the inhabitants of Marinaleda 
to the estate was recognised.
     The land of El Humoso is 
now cultivated by four hundred 
workers, while hundreds more 
are involved in food-processing 
plants organised by the co-op.
     Housing management in 
Marinaleda has attracted atten-
tion in a Spain that, like 
Ireland, has a massive 

mortgage repayment problem. Marina-
ledans pay only €15 a month for 
houses they own. The local council 
supplies the land, the builders, and the 
architect. The prospective buyer con-
tributes 400 days of their own labour; 
the €15 covers the cost of materials 
supplied by the council. Once the house 
is built it may be inherited by succeed-
ing generations but never sold. Specu-
lation is not permitted in Marinaleda.
     Critics of Gordillo say that his 
model of a participatory democracy, 
involving a few thousand agricultur-
alists, can never be projected onto 
modern urban societies of millions. 
Those who buy in to such twaddle need 
to study the successful Cuban eort toff  
develop participatory democracy—the 
essence of socialism—in both rural and 
urban settings, in a country of 11 
million people.
If they bypass the “Miami lter”fi  

and the curtain of silence around 
Marinaleda they will discover that 
the TINA shibboleth wears no clothes 
whatsoever; and that collectivist 
democracy, socialism, is demon-
strably possible and oers the onlyff  
viable alternative to a barbarism that 
is already with us . . .

[TMS]
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Syria: America’s next puppet
N last month’s Socialist Voice a very valuable and thought-provoking quotation adornedIthe front page, from the retired American general and former presidential candidate Wesley 
Clark. It arises from a chat Clark had with senior brass in the US military a month after the 
attacks on New York in 2001. The prophetic statement by the senior o cial to Clark talkedffi  
about a ve-year mission involving seven countries.fi

The chat occurred in the 
Pentagon, from the bowels of 
which all major US military 
strategy is conceived and then 
vigorously expelled into the 
world without any thought for 
consequence or destruction.
The timing, of course, was 

out, the number of countries per-
haps varied, and some countries 
at the time went unmentioned; 
however, the bulk of this 
prophesy has been chillingly 
executed.
In the decade since these 

words were uttered in the 
Pentagon the United States has 
orchestrated a violent foreign 
policy aimed at enforcing its own 
interests upon the globe. O cially it isffi  
involved in a handful of wars. Iraq and 
Afghanistan are mentioned. To pay 
attention only to these two “ocial”ffi  
wars is to neglect countless other 
countries where the United States has 
used other methods to achieve its own 
ends, regardless of what the means or 
the ends involve for any other party.
The civil war in Syria is no dierff ent 

from Iraq or Afghanistan. In Syria the 
United States desires—and has done 
for some time—complete “regime 
change.” Its desire to bring down the 
Assad leadership is long-standing, and 
it is now using whatever means neces-
sary to bring this about and give 
weight to Clark’s discussion with the 
senior military man mentioned earlier.
To secure this illegal regime change 

they have opted to support “rebels.” 
The term “rebel” is quite loosely 
applied in this situation. Technically 
they are rebels, because of the fact that 
they are rebelling. Unlike the word’s 
more common use, these rebels are not 
representative of the majority of 
Syrians, they do not want to unite the 
nation for their good: they simply want 
to enforce their own radical theocracy 
in Syria.
This war, then, is a struggle between 

extremists who would enforce shariah 
law in Syria and a government that 
oers its people the most progressiveff  
lifestyle in the Middle East. The 
imperial west has strategic reason for 
supporting these terrorists who are 
backed by Al-Qa‘ida, just as the United 
States had strategic reasons for back-
ing the murderous mujahidin in 

Afghanistan in the late 80s and early 
90s.
Syria has a highly nationalised 

economy, and it has fairly healthy 
stocks of oil. Although its oil reserves 
are not as sizable as those of Iraq or 
Saudi Arabia, Syria controls enor-
mously important energy trade routes. 
The United States could use Syria to 
expand its imperialist goals in the 
region by gaining access to these routes 
and by opening up Syria’s economy.
Syria is also positioned centrally 

relative to many US allies in the 
region: Israel, Saudi Arabia, Jordan, 
and Turkey (a country that holds 
stocks of US nuclear weapons). The 
United States would have a direct base 
from which to trade with, and “defend,” 
all these states if it had a say in Syrian 
aairs.ff

Syria is also a weak link in 
America’s foreign policy regarding 
Israel. The Arab states, for nancialfi  
reasons, have bowed before US pres-
sure on Israel. Syria presents a chal-
lenge to this policy of appeasement and 
is therefore a thorn in Uncle Sam’s 
side.
NATO has a collective plan for Syria 

and is happy to support terrorists to 
see it realised. The radical tendencies 
of the Syrian opposition are clear to 
see. Their suicide and sectarian bomb-
ings mimic perfectly those being 
carried out in other parts of the world 
by Al-Qa‘ida. The link, though, is not 
just in image: there is substantial evi-
dence to back up the claims of direct 
terrorist involvement in the uprising. 
The Syrian Sunnis have been at war 
with the progressive government in 

Syria for decades, with the inten-
tion of creating an Islamic state.
     The Iraqi deputy minister of 
the interior warned the United 
States months ago of vast 
numbers of Iraqi terrorists cross-
ing the border into Syria with 
arms. It’s also believed there are 
up to ten thousand Jordanians in 
Syria, and more are expected to 
follow.
     The truth is that the vast 
majority of Syrians support 
Bashar al-Assad. The Syrian 
opposition, like the perpetrators 
of all illegal coups, has had to 
resort to intimidation, murder 
and terrorism in order to scare 

people into submission. They have no 
mass support and are protected only by 
the imperial actions of France, Britain, 
and the United States. This lethal gang 
of vigilante states has shown o theirff  
regime-change skill in Iraq and Libya 
so eectively. In Libya, as they hope inff  
Syria, not a single soldier has had to hit 
the ground. The hopes of peace that 
were supported by both Russia and 
China have been shot down by the 
imperial western states and their 
minions in the United Nations.
It must be the duty now of all those 

who support democracy, of all those 
who stand against colonialism and 
imperialism, and all those who so 
vehemently opposed the Iraq war, to 
stand up and resist this illegal invasion 
of Syria. It is regrettable that so many 
on the extreme left have endorsed the 
United States and the other imperialist 
states in an opportunist stance. This 
type of opportunism tends to be a char-
acteristic of the far left.
In Iraq and Afghanistan, to take just 

two states where NATO has got its way, 
the cost of NATO’s “victory” has been 
immense. Half of all Iraqis live in 
slums; there are 4½ million orphans in 
Iraq today, and almost half a million 
civilians died in that illegal conict. Infl  
Afghanistan more than 80 per cent of 
people have no access to clean drinking 
water and more than 70 per cent of 
women are illiterate.
This eort to change leadership inff  

Syria is not a battle for democracy; it’s 
not a war to protect human rights: this 
battle is an eort on behalf of NATOff  
and the imperialist states to enshrine 
their own interests in the region, even 
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if that means Syrian civilians looking 
directly into the abyss. This brutality 
must be resisted, and all people who 
consider themselves anti-imperial, and 
anti-war, must rise up and defend the 
Syrian working class against this econ-
omic and religious slavery. The terror-

ists will get their way if the world does 
not realise the heavy cost of the out-
come of this civil war.
One must not be blind on this issue. 

Syria is at war, and its people are at 
war on two fronts: they face terrorism 
on one ank and imperialism on thefl  

other. We must all face this war as 
such. Support a president who has 
made Syria one of the most progressive 
states in the region, or back the 
western-supported invasion of Syria. 
What side are you on?

[AF]

CPI resolution on Syria
HE continuing struggle in Syria is not for democracyTor the rights of the Syrian people but has to do with 

the strategic interests of US imperialism and those of 
Britain, France, and the European Union. The removal of 
the Syrian government has been part of the long-term 
strategy of imperialism, and in particularly of the United 
States, from the time of President Reagan onwards, with 
their characterising it as part of the “axis of evil”—the list 
of governments to be forcibly removed in US global stra-
tegic interests.
Syria, strategically positioned in the region, is an 

obstacle to the strategic interests of imperialism and to 
shifting the balance of forces in that region in its favour. 
The global mass media continue to beat the drums of war, 
manipulating public opinion about the events now 
unfolding.
More and more evidence is coming to light of the role 

being played by western intelligence agencies in giving 
intelligence and logistical support on the ground to the 
insurgents, a role they successfully played in bringing 
about “regime change” in Libya.
The Syrian state is an obstacle not alone to the stra-

tegic plans of imperialism but also to the Zionist state of 
Israel and a number of reactionary Arab states, such as 
the Saudi Arabian autocracy and Qatar, which have not 
been happy with the progressive role played by Syria for 
many years. They have no scruples about using the most 
backward, mediaevalist Islamic forces, including Al-
Qa‘ida, ironically consistent with the promoting of Islamo-

phobic religious hatred in Europe and the United States.
Turkey equally is now fully compliant with the inter-

ests of imperialism in the region and its central role in 
arming and giving succour to the foreign Islamist jihad-
ists who are now playing a pivotal role in the struggle to 
overthrow the government.
Thousands of Syrians have died, and many more will 

die, as the United States and its allies ignore all eorts toff  
bring peace and a just settlement to the crisis in Syria. 
They will continue to manipulate the United Nations and 
to present the role of Russia and China as contributing to 
and prolonging the war and the suering of the Syrianff  
people.
The British government has been to the fore, as it was 

during the overthrow of the Libyan government, in its 
bellicose language and its active involvement with the 
continuing war against the Syrian government. The Irish 
government has played its usual role of hiding behind the 
joint positions of the European Union.
Progressive opinion must demand:
(1) respect for the sovereignty and independence of the 

Syrian state;
(2) an end to the arming and nancing of terroristfi  

groups;
(3) the ending of all sanctions against the Syrian 

people;
(4) that peace and national reconciliation be under-

taken solely by the Syrian people themselves;
(5) an end to imperialist intervention in Syria.

Statement of the Executive Committee of the Colombian Communist Party
on the opening of talks between the Colombian state and the FARC

27 August 2012

HE announcement, reported in theTmedia and conrmed by the presifi -
dent, of the agreement subscribed to in 
Havana to begin a dialogue between 
the government and the FARC [Revo-
lutionary Armed Forces of Colombia], 
is a transcendent step in the search for 
peace. It conrms the argumentfi  
defended by the partisans of peace, that 
an objective situation has arisen which 
makes a political solution to the con-
ict imperative, not a military one. Thefl  
ELN [National Liberation Army] has 
also announced its decision to partici-
pate in the process.
This eminently positive act is only a 
rst step. The profound incidence offi  
the internal war, of its enormous 
human cost and scal, economic andfi  
environmental damage, the interven-
tion of the Southern Command [of the 
US army] in its intensication andfi  
degradation, foretell a complex and 
difficult process in which only the acti-
vation of the people and its united and 
massive mobilisation can stay the hand 
of militarism and the forces which con-
spire against peace.

The democratic forces have a singu-
lar opportunity to contribute to pro-
moting the process which is now com-
mencing. A ceasere is not enough:fi  
changes are necessary which would 
contribute to reversing the deteri-
oration in the conditions of life of 
millions of our compatriots, the right 
to land, to food sovereignty, to terri-
tory, to education, health, employment, 
and housing. In today’s conditions all 
essential rights and political liberty are 
negated by war turned into state policy.
It is very worrying that this process 

is taking place along with confronta-
tions, aerial bombardments, the 
extreme militarisation of the country 
and the pervasiveness of counter-
insurgent paramilitarism.
The ocial thesis that “victory isffi  

peace” leads one to understand that the 
state will attempt to impose a military 
advantage all the time the negotiation 
is proceeding. Guarantees to citizens, 
human rights and international 
humanitarian law are unavoidable 
requisites in the development of 
dialogues.

The left needs to act energetically 
and not be a simple spectator at this 
juncture. The popular clamour, the just 
demands of the victims for truth, jus-
tice, reparations, and guarantees of no 
repetition, the resistance of indigenous 
people and peasants, the struggles 
against the mega-projects in mining 
and energy, the workers’ demands for 
the right to a fair wage, to collective 
contracts, and trade union rights, 
necessitate a new level of political 
struggle and left unity.
The PCC calls on all sectors of 

society, especially the people’s move-
ment, to support the way of dialogue, 
the participation of the people’s organi-
sations in working forums with the 
social agenda and to proceed with the 
social protests planned for the month 
of October against the economic model 
and for the right to health, for free 
high-quality public higher education, 
all organically linked to the struggle for 
a democratic peace. A great united 
event for peace could come about with 
the convergence of these campaigns in 
a broad national peace movement.
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CPI statement on South Africa
3 September 2012

HE National Executive Committee of the CommunistTParty of Ireland unequivocally condemns the shooting 
of thirty-four striking miners by police at the Lonmin 
platinum mine in Marikana, South Africa. The deaths 
reveal a society that, despite the progress made by the 
ANC government, is still dominated by the wealth of 
transnational corporations and wealthy white land-
owners, with gross inequality among the black popula-
tion, particularly in the areas of employment, housing, 
education, and health.
The CPI welcomes the setting up of a judicial commis-

sion of inquiry by President Zuma “to investigate matters 
of public, national and international concern arising out 

of the events in Marikana which led to the deaths of 
approximately 44 people, the injury of more than 70 
persons and the arrest of more than 250 people.”
The CPI supports the Congress of South African 

Trades Unions in its criticism of the decision by the 
National Prosecuting Authority to charge 270 people 
arrested at the mine as unacceptable legal practice and 
pre-empting the work of the judicial commission of 
inquiry.
The CPI also supports the call by the South African 

Communist Party for Lonmin—the world’s third-biggest 
platinum producer—to provide for the housing and edu-
cation of the families of the dead miners.

Commemorating Che Guevara

To the Editor.
In the late fteenth century, thefi  

seventeenth century and most of the 
eighteenth the two main landed 
families in Co. Galway were the Blakes 
and the Lynches.
The Lynches built Balcurrin House, 

sited between Headford and Cong, in 
the later part of the seventeenth 
century. There were approximately 600 

acres on this particular estate. The 
house was rebuilt by the Lynches in 
the eighteenth century, and it is likely 
that about that time some of the Lynch 
family set their sights on the un-
ravished Argentina.
There would be reason to believe 

that they would not be as impoverished 
as were the later Famine refugees. The 
procurement of vast tracts of land 
would be easily accessible.
Hence the start of Che Guevara’s 

ancestral line in Argentina, and the 
family link between Galway and the 
revolutionary freedom ghter.fi

A memorial to Guevara in Eyre 
Square would complement that of our 
own Socialist Republican, Liam 
Mellows, and would give an inter-
national dimension to the continuing 
struggle for National, Political and 
Social Independence against the 
gathering advances of international 
capitalism.

Yours,
John Meehan
Ballinrobe,
Co Mayo.
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NOTICE BOARD

Friday�Sunday 14�16 
September
�

24th Desmond Greaves 
Weekend School, 2012

 Pearse Centre (27 Pearse Street)�

Ireland Institute

Sunday 16 September
11 a.m.

Annual sponsored hill walk

 Sugarloaf Mountain (assemble �

Kilmacanoge, Co. Wicklow)

Ireland-Palestine Solidarity 

Campaign

Wednesday 19 September
6:30 p.m.

Release the Cuban Five!

 Liberty Hall (Connolly Room), �

Eden Quay 

Cuban Five Campaign

For the latest news
and information about events

www.communistpartyofireland.ie
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